An imager that can measure the distance from each pixel to the point on the object that is in focus at the pixel is described. This is accomplished by a short photoconducting lossi lightguide section at each pixel. The eye or camera lens selects the object point who's range is to be determined at the pixel. Light arriving at an image point trough a convex lens adds constructively only if it comes from the object point that is in focus at this pixel.. Light waves from all other object points cancel. Thus the lightguide at this pixel receives light from one object point only. This light signal has a phase component proportional to the range. The light intensity modes and thus the photocurrent in the lightguides shift in response to the phase of the incoming light. Contacts along the length of the lightguide collect the photocurrent signal containing the range information. Applications of this camera include autonomous vehicle navigation and robotic vision. An interesting application is as part of a crude teleportation system consisting of this camera and a three dimensional printer at a remote location.
I INTRODUCTION
A camera where each pixel can measure the distance from the pixel to the point on the object that is in focus at the pixel is described.
The camera described here would find applications in autonomous vehicle navigation and general robotic vision. An interesting application of this camera is as part of a crude teleportation system. The range information to each object point can be transmitted to a three dimensional plotter that would reconstruct the form of object at a remote location.
At the 2006 and 2007 autonomous vehicle races 1 it was found that the three dimensional information of the road ahead obtained from pairs of binocular cameras was insufficient. This information was augmented by a rotating LIDAR 2 It is possible that each rod and cone fiber like lightguide sensor 3 system in the animal eye has ranging capability. All the elements for ranging are present in each pixel sensor system of the animal eye. Thus we think that humans have depth perception capability with each eye.
We carnivores have fields of view of our eyes that overlap and, therefore, we have stereoscopic vision.
Herbivores like horses have eyes on the side of the head. They can see a large portion of their field of view with one eye only where they don't have binocular vision. It is reasonable to assume that they can see in three dimensions in these areas.
Aleksey N. Simonov and Michiel C. Rombac 4 developed a passive ranging system by covering half of the image with a thin flat glass plate and the other with a slightly tapered plate. when the image was in focus a pattern of interference fringes would develop across each plate. The fringes on the tapered plate would be inclined relative to the fringes of the flat plate. The focusing error and hence the distance to the object scene can be deduced from the fringe pattern and the fringe pattern inclination. A crude three dimensional image can be obtained by dividing each image into sub who's range can be obtained. Various other passive ranging systems 5,6,7,.8,9,10,11,12, using non coherent light have been developed.. All measure the distance to a scene. This is very different than this camera that measures the distance from each pixel to the point on the object that is in focus at the pixel.
In a LIDAR 2 the pulse modulated signal consists of light of many different wavelength. At each wavelength there is a phase component that is proportional to the propagation time of the pulse. Thus the range information is carried by the phases of the different light wavelength components.
In the passive imaging system discussed here broad band light instead of a light pulses is used. Just as in the LIDAR, each light frequency component has a phase that is proportional to the propagation time from the object to the image. An Auto Heterodyne scheme is used to transfer the phase of the short wavelength visible light to a Object Lens Image Fig. 1 The lens selects the point on the object who's range is to be determined. Light arriving at an image point trough the camera lens adds constructively only if it comes from the object point that is in focus at this pixel.. Light waves from all other object points cancel. Thus the lightguide at this pixel receives light from one object point only. This light signal has a phase component proportional to the range. This is best illustrated by an object consisting of a light point on a dark surface. This will also be reproduced by the lens on the image surface as a light spot on a dark surface. The lens selects the object point who's range is to be determined at a particular pixel. Light arriving at an image point trough a convex lens adds contractively only if it comes from the object point that is in focus at the image point. Light waves from all other object points cancel 15 . Thus the light guide at this pixel receives light from one object point only. The light at the image point will have a phase proportional to the distance from image point to object point, see Fig. 1 . This is approximately also true for points within the depth of field of the imaging system. To simplify the calculation a lightgude structure where the light is confined to its center without the necessity of a cladding layer was selected. Such a structure is the Graded Index lightguide. This eliminates the necessity of calculating the boundary conditions between the guiding and cladding regions. In practice, probably, a step index lighguide would be used since it is easier to construct.
Contact leads
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Lightguide Contacts point, Therefore, the lens selects the object point who's range is to be determined at a particular pixel. Equation 2.14 can be expressed in a more compact form as:
where it was dispensed with the harmonic time dependence. Light with different wavelength components is emitted by each object point.
III GRADED INDEX AUTOHETERODYNE LIGHTGUIDE DETECTOR 3a) The Electromagnetic Field in the lightguide
To simplify the calculation a lightguide structure where the light is confined to its center without the necessity of a cladding layer was selected. Such a structure is the Graded Index lightguide. This eliminates the necessity of calculating the boundary conditions between the guiding and cladding region. In a real device a step index lightguide similar to step index communication optical fibers would, probably, be used. Those are easier to fabricate. The electric field vector E and the corresponding magnetic flux density pseudo vector B in the lightguide have the following form
Here p is the longitudinal wave vector component or propagation constant, α is a loss parameter and 1 η 
3b) Boundary conditions:
It is assumed that the lightguide is terminated in another structure. The electric field at the end of the waveguide, at z = h is continuous and the x and y components of the magnetic flux density pseudo vector must be continuous at z = h This results in the following equation for the reflection coefficient R:.
where k is the wave vector and ζ is the loss coefficient of the termination material of the lightguide.
3c) Light Power Autoheteterodyne Detection
The signal current detected by the contacts along the lightguide as shown in Fig. 3 depends on the charge carrier density at any point in the lightguide. This charge carrier density depends on the power density or
Poynting's vector S in the lightguide. The Pointing's vector S is equal to the cross product of the electric field vector E and the complex conjugate of the magnetic flux density pseudo vector B.
It is assumed that the contacts are arranged for the photo current to flow in the x direction. The photo conductance G P of an incremental section of the lightguide is proportional to the number of photo generated charge carriers in that section. The photo charge carrier density is proportional to the light intensity. Thus the photo conductance G P of an incremental section of the lightguide is proportional to the integral of the light intensity over this lightguide section. The voltage V across the contacts is equal to the integral of the photo current density J(z) per unit lightguide length times the resistance of the incremental lightguide section. The resistance is equal to the reciprocal of the conductance G P . By making use of equations 3.2 and solving this result for the current density J(z) one obtains:
where e is the charge of an electron, µ c is the charge carrier mobility, h is Plank's constant divided by 2π
and τ is the charge carrier recombination time. The voltage V across the contacts is equal to the integral over the width of the lightguide of the photo current density J(z) per unit lightguide length times the resistance of the incremental lightguide section.
The product of the reflection coefficient of different frequency components from equation 3.10 is:
Making a transformation of variables:
The output signal, the total photo current I is equal to the integral of the current density J(z) over the length of the lightguide. Since the reciprocal of the sum in wave vectors is smaller than the reciprocal of the difference of the wave vectors one can neglect terms with the sum of the wave vectors in the denominator. By substituting 
where the group velocity v G is given by equation 3.4b. The integral over the frequency ω has to be evaluated numerically. Note that for a lossless light guide where α is equal to zero, the signal photo current is independent of the range L. In this case the modes in the lightguide are completely determined by properties of the boundaries. the boundaries.
The signal current I oscillates at the difference frequency which can be as large as 6 x 10 15 Hz. However, it is sufficient for the detector circuit to have a bandwidth of about 10 GHz to produce an adequate accurate signal.
Since the function φ(ω) is a function of the radial frequency ω the integral of equation has to be integrated numerically. 
